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The true crime bestseller about Fred and Rose West a couple virtually unique in British criminal history -
who loved and killed together as husband and wife.

During their long relationship the Wests murdered a series of young women, burying the remains of nine
victims under their home at 25 Cromwell Street, Gloucester, including those of their teenage daughter,
Heather. What was left of Fred West's eight-year-old stepdaughter was dug up from under the Wests'
previous Gloucester home; his first wife and nanny were buried in open country outside the city. Several
victims had been decapitated and dismembered, their remains showing signs of sexual torture. These twelve
are just the ones the police found when the Wests were arrested in 1994. There may be more whose bones
have not been located.

Howard Sounes broke the first major story about the Wests as a journalist, and covered the murder trial of
Rosemary West, before writing this , the classic book about the case. Beginning with Fred's and Rose's
bizarre childhoods, Sounes charts their lives and crimes in forensic detail, creating a fascinating and truly
frightening account of a marriage soaked in blood.
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From reader reviews:

Sheryl Vaughan:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive at this
point, people have do something to make these people survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded
place and notice by surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated that for a while
is reading. That's why, by reading a book your ability to survive increase then having chance to endure than
other is high. For you personally who want to start reading any book, we give you this Fred and Rose book
as starter and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Linda Livingston:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them family
members or their friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or
maybe playing video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity that is look different you
can read some sort of book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book which you read you can
spent all day long to reading a reserve. The book Fred and Rose it is very good to read. There are a lot of
people who recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. If you did not have enough
space to create this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book out of your smart
phone. The price is not too expensive but this book has high quality.

Joshua Matthews:

The book untitled Fred and Rose contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains the woman idea
with easy way. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do definitely not worry, you
can easy to read this. The book was written by famous author. The author gives you in the new era of literary
works. You can actually read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or model, so you
can read the book in anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can wide open their official
web-site along with order it. Have a nice read.

Joanna Bowen:

Within this era which is the greater man or who has ability to do something more are more important than
other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you need to do is
just spending your time not very much but quite enough to possess a look at some books. On the list of books
in the top checklist in your reading list is definitely Fred and Rose. This book and that is qualified as The
Hungry Slopes can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking right up and review this guide
you can get many advantages.
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